Influence of position along the medial-lateral axis of the superior colliculus on the topographic targeting and survival of retinal axons.
Topographic order in the rat retinocollicular projection emerges from an initially diffuse projection during an early postnatal remodeling period that is coincident with the period of naturally occurring ganglion cell death. Here, we examine the relationship between a retinal axon's position along the medial-lateral axis as it enters the superior colliculus (SC) and its ability to form an appropriately positioned arbor and survive the remodeling period. At E18-E19, prior to map remodeling, axons labeled with focal DiI injections in the periphery of temporal, nasal, superior or inferior retina are widespread along the medial-lateral SC axis. At P12, after remodeling, the distributions of axons remain widespread over the medial-lateral SC axis relative to the positioning of their terminal arborizations, and resemble the distributions labeled at E18-E19, with the exception that the small proportion of axons most widely mispositioned along the medial-lateral SC axis are less frequent. These data indicate that the most widely mispositioned retinal axons are preferentially eliminated, but that a high proportion of retinal axons mispositioned along the medial-lateral axis as they enter the SC can correct their position, form topographically appropriate arbors, and survive the remodeling period.